














      
      




        



       








  










     
         



Wetlands are now recognized as being some of the most unique and
important natural areas on earth.





     








        
















       

        
 



      






















As some of our last wilderness areas, wetlands attract those who simply
enjoy the beauty and sounds of nature in the wild.

By holding excess water and slowly releasing it to downstream areas,
wetlands help control flood waters that damage property.











 
  










          




















       
 







         








Lentic ecosystems include aquatic systems without currents. These
include ponds, lakes, bogs, swamps and marshes.

Carnivorous species are maintained by aquatic and flying insects, and
by the swimming larvae of toads and other land animals which lay

their eggs in water.















































   











        



Mangrove swamps are a type of marine wetland.

Geographical areas with flowing water are given the names “streams”
and “rivers”.









 


















        
   
        
















 




         






 


As a river meets the sea, or a large lake, it is carrying clay, mud, sand
and other things. Talofofo stream on Saipan is a clear example of this

process.

Marshes are periodically or continually flooded wetlands with emergent
herbaceous plants.













        
   









 











      




       








        




         








Ravine forests grow throughout Micronesia

Cycads (FADANG) are always found in our stream-adjacent ravine
forests.




















         
















    





   





 















All lakes become ponds; all ponds evolve into marshes or swamps; all
marshes into dry land. Hagoi Lake on Tinian is a clear example of this.

At first, algae live only at the shallow edges, where sunlight can get
through. As the lake fills in and gets shallower, algae can live every-

where in the water.





       


           







 






          






   




      
       
















        
       










Lake Susupe lies in a broad, shallow depression on the western edge of
an extensive low wetland.

The increase in biomass in an evolving lentic system provides plants
more soil to put their roots into.
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Tellinidae




















        



        









        



        










        






Uses of Lake Susupe have severely degraded its ecological integrity.

The sugar industry on Saipan used water from Lake Susupe in the
washing process.








         





  


       




       
























        
  
     











 



Scientists feel that the introduction of exotic tilapia and mosquitofish
(shown) have played a major role in the lake’s ecological degradation.

Freshwater prawns are among the species of exotic animals introduced
to Lake Susupe.



































 




















         










The lake’s waters are very abundant with phytoplankton. The color of
the lake water is described as dark brownish-green with a faint

yellowish-brown tinge.













     










  













    












         
  

         




       


After Lake Susupe, Lake Hagoi is considered the second most
important wetland ecosystem in our Commonwealth.

Pagan has two lacustrine wetlands.


















    
   
          











































Golf courses often plan for and construct water bodies as part of their
landscape beautification efforts.

The most prominent and accessible mitigation pond site is this one
next to the Price-Costco store.



         
      




 


       
       



 

















A lake that is clear and clean, with few organisms—is oligotrophic.

Lakes that are shallower and not so clear—are eutrophic.


